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613.ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIAS: CLINICAL AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL

Impact of Residence in an Agricultural Zone on AML Characteristics
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Background: Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) is associated with several well-established risk factors. These include cigarette
smoking, exposure to benzene, to ionizing radiation, and previous exposure to chemotherapy. Interestingly, studies have
observed higher incidence rates of AML in farming regions, suggesting that farming activities and related exposures, such
as pesticides, may increase the risk. However, data regarding the potential variations in clinical, cytogenetic, and molecular
pro�les between individuals living in rural and urban areas are lacking. Therefore, we aim to speci�cally examine the charac-
teristics and the outcomes of AML patients living in agricultural areas.
Patients and methods: We performed a retrospective analysis including 315 patients newly diagnosed with AML from two
French institutions, namely Amiens University Hospital and Lille University Hospital, from 2008 to 2013. We collected patient
demographics, along with comprehensive data encompassing clinical and biological information, including cytogenetics and
molecular data. The datawas obtained from theObservatoire desHauts-de-France, enabling a comprehensive and exhaustive
review of the AML cases in this speci�c region. We geocoded the patients’ residential addresses. This process involved linking
the patient’s location to the corresponding agricultural areas per municipality, by using geographical information from the
French Ministry of Agriculture’s statistics department (AGRESTE, https://www.agreste.agriculture.gouv.fr). This enabled us to
establish a connection between the patients’ locations and the speci�c agricultural regions they resided in. We categorized
the population into terciles based on the proportion of local companies engaged in farming activities.
Results: Approximately one-third (n=108) of patients were living in areas with less than 1.3% of farm companies, one-third
(n=102) lived in regions with a percentage ranging from 1.3% to 6.9%, while the remaining third (n=105) lived in areas where
the proportion of farm companies exceeded 6.9%. Sex ratio (p=0.7) andmedian age at diagnosis (60 vs 60.5 vs 58 years, p=0.5)
were similar between the 3 groups. There was no difference in body mass index (BMI), smoking activity, alcohol consumption
and performance status score between the three groups.
At baseline, there was no difference in blood counts (hemoglobin, platelets, leukocytes, and circulating blasts levels), bone
marrow blasts percentage, AML type (de novo vs. post MDS or MPN), or WHO classi�cation between the 3 groups. Regarding
cytogenetic abnormalities, people living on agricultural lands had fewer normal karyotypes (27% vs 33% and 43%, p=0.045)
and more MLL rearrangement (20% vs 8% and 5%, p=0.013). However, there was no difference in the SWOG and ELN 2017
classi�cations. Regardingmolecular characteristics,NPM1mutations were found less frequently in people living in agricultural
regions (13% vs 30% and 29%, p=0.021). There was no difference for FLT3-ITD positivity and CEBPA mutation.
There was no difference in complete remission rate and hematopoietic stem cell transplantation treatment though we could
underline an especially low rate of HSCT in the < 1.3% group. OS was also similar between the three groups (Table 1.).
Conclusions: Our study showed a correlation between living in agricultural areas and a higher prevalence of unfavorable cyto-
genetic and molecular features in AML patients, although clinical outcomes remain unchanged. These �ndings suggest that
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the proximity to agricultural activities could have an impact on leukemogenesis, by increasing the rate of MLL rearrangements
and chromosomic abnormalities.
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